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Jan. 2018: Recent (Dec. ‘17) events concerning Jerusalem powerfully fulfill and validate the ongoing focus on
2017 - 2018 as a decisive time in the Middle East, specifically linked to Israel & Jerusalem. The Jewish Year of 5778
(Sept. ‘17 - Sept. ‘18) possesses a myriad of converging
cycles related to occupation & liberation of Jerusalem.
Crude & energy cycles corroborate that time frame.
May 2018 is another pivotal cycle to be scrutinized
with regard to Israel. And then the focus shifts... Multiple
Arab-related cycles come into play soon after, with 2019
identifying the projected time for the onset of a tumultuous
1 - 3 year period - focused on Turkey, Saudi Arabia, & Iran.

Overlapping those geopolitical cycles, Gold remains focused on 2019 (after fulfilling expectations for 2016 The broader focus remains on the overall period beginning in 2017/2018 and lasting into
2027/2028 with attempts at another Arab Union expected in 2018 - 2021 (more likely around 2021). The
following are recent excerpts of related analysis...

The Golden Year).

Outlook 2018 - 2019
A Burdensome Stone
01-04-18 - The month of December produced powerful validation to multiple expectations described for 2018
- 2021. With corroborating movement in the Dollar, Crude Oil, Gold & Silver and even Bitcoin (a new harbinger of
geopolitical upheaval) leading the way, a momentous shift in the Middle East began...
The days surrounding DUPE 2017 (Dec. 8, 2017 - the Date of Unifying Plans & Events that recurs each year
& often times events that unify a large majority of the globe… often against the remaining minority) provided the
most convincing argument to the validity of cycle analysis.
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On the precise 100-Year anniversary of the
liberation of Jerusalem (and also 500 years from
the Ottoman conquering of Jerusalem) & a complete 7-Year Cycle from the onset of the Arab
Spring in Dec. 2010 - President Trump declared
Jerusalem to be the capital of Israel and put the
world on notice that the US would be moving our
embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.

“I am going to make Jerusalem a cup that sends all the
surrounding peoples reeling. Judah will be besieged as
well as Jerusalem. On that day, when all the nations of
the earth are gathered against her, I will make Jerusalem
an immovable rock for all the nations. All who try to move
it will injure themselves.”
Zechariah 12:2 - 3; NIV

That declaration - altering the status of Jerusalem - initially fulfills what has been forecast in INSIIDE Track since the late-1990’s.

361st degree of a circle/cycle - the square of 19 (19
xs 19) - that is actually the first degree or year of a
new cycle. That 361st degree was described as a
tumultuous period of transition on a historic basis.

Cycle of Time

The Jewish Year of 5761 (Sept. 2000 - Sept.
2001) - that 361st degree and the first year of a new
360-Year Civilization Cycle - was projected to usher
in a surprising shift in the Middle East - with Sept.
2001 forecast (based on multi-millennial cycles) to
trigger an unexpected alignment between Christian &
Jewish cultures while fulfilling an uncanny ~11-Year
Cycle of Middle East uprisings (1979 & 1990 were
the most recent, at that time).

It began with the Cycle of Time series of articles
- from 1998 into 2001 - describing an uncanny 360Year Cycle that has governed the Middle East & Israel, while discussing a unique cycle that combines
two of the most frequently-cited numbers & cycles in
the Bible (7 & 12).
Those two cycles combine to create a 19-Year
Cycle - described as the „Cycle of Time‟ for multiple
reasons.

The events of Sept. 2001 powerfully fulfilled
that initial expectation & reinforced projections for
2011 & 2018. Those events had a powerful impact
on the world’s three major religions - with two uniting
to battle an intensifying threat from the extreme elements of the third.

(That series of articles in the late-1990’s & early
-2000’s also described a corresponding Cycle of
Time Summation Series that had had - and still has an intriguing impact on the Middle East. Many of the
components of that COTSS - 7, 12, 19, 31, 50, 81,
131, 212… - are closely linked to key measurements
of time.)

Focus 5768
In 2005 - 2007, following those Cycle of Time
articles, the Focus 5768 articles updated this multidecade outlook & detailed a pair of key forecasts for
2007/2008 - which would further validate longer-term
cycles converging in 2017/2018.

That 19-Year Cycle just happens to be the lunar
-based cycle at the core of the Jewish calendar
(there was much more to that analysis & to its applicability to 2000 - 2018).
As explained in 1998 - 2000, 1999/2000 (the
Jewish Year of 5760) ushered in a momentous cyclical shift - like a clock striking midnight - that was projected to usher in a 7-year, 12-year & 19-year period
of heightening tensions in the Middle East and related moves in markets like Gold & Crude - leading
into 2006, 2011 & 2018 (- 2019).

One was the expectation for a major oil discovery in Israel - that would drive a deeper wedge between Israel and all the surrounding nations. (It was
actually a massive Natural Gas discovery & arrived
18 days late - in Jan. 2009.)
The second, combined with the overlapping 17Year Cycle series of articles published in 2007 &

Part of that discussion also had to do with the
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early-2008, was for a major economic crash that
would contribute to the global restructuring in the
years to follow. That one came precisely on schedule and its ramifications have been reverberating
around the globe ever since.

in a global-altering reality. In every case, it had to do
with the Middle East, with Israel & with Jerusalem
and expectations for a key shift in the status of Jerusalem to trigger a seismic shift.
And that has repeatedly been forecast to be
part of the impetus for an anticipated Middle East/
Arab Union developing in 2018 - 2021 as well as
related European Unity Cycles in 2018 - 2021.

Throughout that Focus 5768 series, the longerterm focus remained on 2017/2018 and the uncanny
convergence of cycles related to Israel & Jerusalem.
That was/is expected to usher in one of the most
decisive & tumultuous decades (from 2017/ 2018 into
2027/2028) in history.

In the midst of that period, projections for 2019
(an exact 40-Year Cycle from the Islamic Revolution
of 1979, as well as MANY other cycles) to trigger
dramatic events in Turkey & Saudi Arabia have also
been conveyed in great detail.

Kingdom of Jerusalem Cycles
That analysis transitioned into the Kingdom of
Jerusalem Cycles analysis - described throughout
2007 - 2010 - that projected a series of battles in the
Middle East leading into a crescendo in 2010/2011.

Another Islamic Revolution remains a strong
consideration, as well as the heightened chance for
at least one gov’t overthrow (by diverse means).
If anyone doubts the uncanny nature of cycle
analysis, they only need to look at recent events fulfilling almost 20 years of cycle analysis - for proof
of its validity & authenticity. IT

That was linked to a 360-degree/year cycle connecting the Macabees’ revolt to the birth of Islam
to the culmination of the Crusades (Fall of Acre in
1291 - 720 years/degrees prior to 2011) to Jewish
expulsions from Europe - all focused on 2011.

STOCK INDICES

At the time (before there was any threat of revolt), that was forecast to trigger the overthrow of
one or more Middle East leaders in 2011 and pave
the way for 2017/2018 - a single 7-Year Cycle later when Israel & Jerusalem would take center stage.

01/05/18 - As the „Transition Year‟ of 2017
fades into history, it is important to take stock (pun
intended) of where equity markets stand… and what
is expected in the coming months & years. 2017
was expected to be the culmination of diverse bullish
cycles and to transition into a period (2018 - 2019…
potentially stretching into 2022) when equity markets
would encounter greater challenges.

The Arab Spring began in Dec. 2010 and resulted in the overthrow of multiple Middle East dictators in 2011 (allowing for a move toward Islamic rule
in some of those nations). That left little doubt that
cycles colliding in 2017/2018 were poised for an intense shift in Jerusalem-related events.

From a very broad perspectives, the 40-Year
Cycle was factored into this analysis. This has been
one of the most consistent cycles throughout America’s history (though it also has a larger margin of
error) - timing major Currency Wars and related economic stresses every 40 years.

That same conclusion was repeated throughout
2011 - 2017, with the Jan. 2017 INSIIDE Track reiterating the enormous amount of Jerusalem-related
cycles coming into play during the Jewish Year of
5778 (beginning in Sept. 2017).

40-Year Cycle

For almost 20 years, the topic of 2017/2018 and
the Jewish Year of 5778 has repeatedly been the
focus of INSIIDE Track analysis - projected to usher
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nents since they alternate their sequence during
each successive phase. In some phases, a gold &
silver challenge occurred in the first half (the ‘3’ year
into the ‘7’ year; e.g. 1853 - 1857) while in others it
has been concentrated in the second half (the ‘7’
year into the ‘1’ year of the ensuing decade).

2022 is more likely to resemble 1977 - 1982.
The part that holds the most consistent similarity is the timing for the eventual (secondary) bottom in the ‘2’ year of the ensuing decade. That has been
the case in recent phases (1982 & 1942) and in the
initial phases (1782 & 1822). So, even though the
sell-offs varied (‘7’, ’8’ or ’9’ year), the next up cycle
always began in the ensuing ‘2’ year.

In some of the 40-Year Cycle phases, a large
economic panic and/or stock market decline occurred in the first half (1893 & 1973) while during
other phases that decline has been in the second
half (1819 - 1821, 1857 - 1861). More recently, there
have been a pair of stresses every 40 years - with
the second usually not as intense as the first:

It is vital to remember this is a very broad &
general expectation that requires honing, validation
& confirmation by corresponding price action.

17-Year Cycle

-- Panic of 1819 followed a loose then tight
credit policy after chartering of 2nd Bank of U.S.

Another large-scale cycle that overlaps some of
that 40-Year Cycle analysis comes from the 17-Year
Cycle. This cycle projected a sharp correction in the
middle of 2015 (linked to similar drops in 1998 &
1981), followed by a rally into 2017.

-- Panic of 1857 began in late-1857 and
stretched into 1861 (Civil War spurred recovery).
The economy was looking great in the 1850’s, right
through the middle of 1857. The markets (railroad
stocks, in particular) peaked in the 2nd half 1857.
Credit tightening in 2Q 1858 exacerbated newly declining market.

The 17-Year Cycle has created a textbook Cycle Progression dating back to lows in 1898, 1915 &
the Great Depression low of 1932. One more low
completed the lower half of that Cycle Progression
(low-low-low-low) in 1949, before it inverted to begin
a series of 4 successive highs.

-- Panic of 1896, economic downturn with double-digit unemployment into 1898. This panic followed a larger one in the preceding years and set a
pattern for the ensuing phases of the 40YC.

The first three arrived in 1966, 1983 & 2000 and
set the stage for a culminating peak in 2017. That
17-Year Cycle anticipates a down year in 2018...

-- 1937 - 1942 witnessed another serious stock
market decline (the second worst of the 20th century;
more than 50% drop) - a decline that remained within
the range of the previous drop.

7-Year Crash Cycles & Cycle Lows
One of the most significant contrasting cycles
was/is the 7-Year Crash Cycle (and its 14-Year
Crash Cycle multiple) - a recurring cycle that times
equity declines of 30 - 50% & ensuing lows.

-- 1977 - 1980 (with secondary low in 1982)
witnessed a series of three stock market corrections
- ranging from 15 - 30% - an overall pullback that
remained within the range of the previous drop.

It was forecast to time a multi-year peak in late2014 and an ensuing drop into 2016 (when a related
7-Year & 14-Year Cycle Low - linking decisive lows
in 2009, 2002, 1988, 1974 & 1932 - was projected to
time a multi-year low).

-- 2017 - 2020/22 is expected to act similar
(history rhymes but does not repeat) to those three
previous phases of the 40-Year Cycle - experiencing
at least one, and probably multiple, declines of 15 30% at some point in that cyclic downturn. In each
case, this correction was not as severe as one that
had immediately preceded it, which is why 2017 -
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cases) equity declines in many sectors - including oil
& energy, metals & mining, agriculture, air & transportation, chemical, retail, shipping & even key tech
stocks like HP, Seagate, Western Digital, Micron,
Yahoo & Applied Materials.

That fulfilled the March/April corrective phase &
April cycle low but was soon followed by a second
correction - primarily in the NQ-100 - in June, fulfilling
the late-June cycle low.
The next corrective phase was on track for August and could only spur a 2 - 4 week pullback, with a
low arriving a couple weeks before the Sept. 2017
monthly cycle low (while linking the Jan. ‘16, Nov. ‘16
& Aug. ‘17 lows with a 42-week low-low-low Cycle
Progression).

It also timed crashing global equity markets,
most notably that in China. The majority of those
declines culminated in 1Q 2016 - exactly 7 years
from the 1Q 2009 equity bottom.
That was/is one pair of multi-year cycles that
turned positive in 2016 and do not anticipate a similar
Crash Cycle until 2021 - 2023.

Looking ahead into 2018, an important low has
been expected in March 2018... However, the most
significant bottom is likely to wait until late-year - expected in 4Q 2018.

One impending aspect of this 7-Year Cycle is its
midpoint - a 3.5-Year Cycle. ~3.5 years before the
3Q/4Q 2007 peak was an intervening high in 1Q
2004. ~3.5 years after the 3Q/4Q 2007 peak - and
~3.5 years before the late-2014 cycle high - was a
secondary high in 2Q 2011. ~3.5 years after the 4Q
2014 cycle peak is 2Q 2018.

That is the latest phase of a ~3.25 year (12 - 13
quarters) low-low cycle that has timed important lows
in 3Q 2002, 4Q 2005, 1Q 2009, 2Q 2012 & 3Q 2015.
The next phase comes into play in 4Q 2018.
As these competing cycles unfold, price action
needs to be the discerning factor. The equity markets have exceeded the three longest-duration cycle
peaks (40, 17 & 10-Year Cycles) by at least a month
- stretching their advances into Jan. 2018...

Monthly Cycles
As the markets entered 2017, two decisive
monthly cycles were identified & cited - for April &
Sept. 2017 - when the pivotal lows of 2017 were expected. Overlapping monthly cycles - in some Indexes - added a third important time for a pivotal low
- in late-June 2017.

INFLATION MARKETS - M E T A L S
01/05/18 - GOLD & SILVER set another low in
Dec. 2017, the latest phase of a 1 - 2 year bottoming
process, following major cycle lows in late-2015 &
secondary cycle lows in late-2016. Gold set this low
above its mid-2017 low, reinforcing & adjusting the ‘12’, ‘1-2’ nature of this wave structure in which Gold
creates successive rallies & declines with each decline bottoming at a higher level...

This began to hone expectations and provide a
little bit of guidance for the multi-year cycles that
were in their peaking phases - but not signaling a
reversal lower. As is always the case, price action
was the primary filter.
The ideal scenario - for identifying anything
more than a 1 - 2 month peak - was for the indices to
reach their primary upside targets for 2017 and then
to reverse lower... the Indices failed to reach them
during the first correction cycle - in March/April 2017.

The weekly trend pattern & weekly HLS indicator projected an intermediate low for Dec. 11 - 15,
precisely when Gold & Silver bottomed. From an
intra-year price & trend perspective, Gold bottomed
at 1238.3/GCG - just above the high of its yearopening range (1236.0/GCG). That allowed Gold to
maintain its intra-year uptrend as it retraced ~50% of
its intra-year gains.

The weekly trends remained positive throughout
that correction, providing a textbook bottoming scenario in late-April.
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As long as Gold remains above its Dec. low, it
is perceived to be in a ’3’ of ’3’ of ’C’ wave advance normally a more dynamic rally. The action since mid
-Dec. has initially validated that perception - with
Gold completing an outside-month/2 Close Reversal
higher in December.

matched the magnitude of the preceding ‘a’ wave
decline - reinforcing that perceived wave structure.
The redeeming aspect of that ~10-month correction was that each test of support generated little
downside follow-through. Although the XAU spiked
to new lows in mid-March, May, July & Dec., each
time was only by .5 - 1.5 points and it never gave a
weekly close below the prior low.

On an intermediate basis, Gold has the next
phase of an ongoing 18 - 21 week cycle - that could
produce a multi-week peak - coming into play between mid-Jan. & early-Feb...

That was a sign of resilience and of a slowly
developing (secondary) bottom that just needed to
wait for weekly & monthly cycles to bottom out in
early-Dec. On Dec. 12, the XAU triggered a multiweek buy signal (see Weekly Re-Lay) that has already spurred a surge to 2 - 3 month resistance around 88.00/XAU.

On an intermediate basis, Silver could also still
set an important high in Feb. 2018. Since its bottom
in Dec. ’15, Silver has had 5 significant advances each lasting ~2 months (Dec. ’15 - Feb. ’16, Mar. May ’16, May - Jly. ’16, Dec. ’16 - Feb. ’17 & Jly. Sept. ’17).

Multiple monthly targets, extreme targets & resistance projections group at 92.87 - 93.06/XAU in
January and could be tested before month-end.

A similar, ~2-month advance would take Silver
higher into Feb. ’18. A peak in Feb. 2018 would also
complete successive ~7-month advances (Dec. ’15 July ’16 & July ’17 - Feb. ’18) AND a ~9.5 month
high (July ’16) - high (mid-April ’17) - high (Feb.
2018) Cycle Progression.

[End Jan. 2018 INSIIDE Track excerpt]
The events of Sept. - Dec. ‘17 powerfully corroborated projections (for over a decade) for a momentous
period for Israel & Jerusalem in Sept. ‘17 - Sept. ‘18.
Corresponding to that, energy markets entered a bullish
phase in Sept. ‘17 that could stretch into Sept. 18.

A .618 rebound in time (12 months down/7
months up) would also peak in Feb. ’18. Based on
wave comparisons & its recurring 2.50 point range,
Silver could make it back up to ~18.50/SI...

All of that is expected to set the stage for increasing turmoil in the Middle East from 2019 - 2021. Cycles
in Turkey & Saudi Arabia pinpoint late-2019 as the time
to usher in this tumultuous period.

The XAU fulfilled its 2 - 3 month & 6 - 12 month
outlooks by declining to new multi-month lows in
Dec. 2017 - the latest phase of an 11 - 12 month low
-low-low Cycle Progression.

Meanwhile, Gold is going through a multi-year
bottoming process with ultimate focus on 2019/2020. It
is fulfilling analysis for a surge in Jan. ’18 as it approaches the time for a multi-month peak in mid-Jan. early-Feb. ’18.

It did that while dropping right to its weekly HLS
at 75.77/XAU - signaling an impending multi-month
bottom. The recent low also created a 21 - 22 week
high-low-(low) Cycle Progression originating from the
early-Feb. intra-year peak.

INSIIDE Track will continue to update this 40-Year
Cycle & 70-Year Cycle analysis in Gold and the Middle
East. Along with the Weekly Re-Lay, it will provide
corresponding trading strategies when applicable. IT

The XAU traded sideways throughout 2017 the majority of which was a ~10-month correction.
That ‘a-b-c’ decline (Feb. ’17 high - July ’17 low Sept. ’17 high - Dec. ’17 low) created some wave
similarity - in which the ‘c’ wave decline nearly
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Outlook 2018 - 2019
Reactive Phase
11-30-17 - 2017 was projected to be the transition year - linked to 10-Year, 17-Year, 40-Year, 70-Year, 80Year & even 120-Year Cycles - when a myriad of competing cycles would be shifting from one direction to another.
One of the most noteworthy (and often discussed) cycle is the 40-Year Cycle of Currency Wars - timing major
conflicts & shifts in the never-ending battle for control of the currency. Until the 1970’s (latest phase of 40-Year
Cycle), that battle raged between fiat (debt-backed paper) & hard (gold/silver-backed) currency. The 1970’s, like
every other phase, witnessed initial events in the ‘3’ - ‘6’/‘7’ year (1973 - 1976/’77) and reactionary events in the ‘7’
through the ‘1’ year of the ensuing decade (1977 - 1981).

A Golden Divorce
Following the Nixon Gold Shock & collapse of Bretton Woods (1973), another seismic shift ensued - ultimately resulting in the Dollar’s (and most major industrialized currencies’) divorce decree from
Gold
also
known as the Jamaica Accord or Jamaica Agreement (1976) - and a new de-facto backing from oil (OPEC agreement in 1975 - 1977). Similarly, 2013 - 2016/2017 was projected to time decisive initial events that would lead to
reactive (more overt) events in 2017 - 2021… with 2017 marking that critical transition year.
2017 has fulfilled that expectation, timing a decisive reversal lower in the US Dollar, an initial advance
(following a 12 - 18 month bottoming phase) in energy markets, a steadily bottoming formation in Gold and the
reactive - but somewhat anemic - bounce in Bonds & Notes after their initial drop in late-2016.
2017 has also heightened the focus on a new factor in this recurring financial/economic battle. At the culmination of this latest 40-Year Cycle, a new ‘anti-Dollar’ currency has entered the fray - the crypto-currency. When
historians look back, they will probably identify 2017 as the Year of Bitcoin.
Nothing could better exemplify the overall outlook for this period (2013 - 2021 & 2017 - 2021) than the
euphoric moves in Bitcoin, Ethereum & other crypto-currencies in 2017!

A Burdensome Stone
For over a decade, I have described a unique convergence of cycles related to the Middle East, to Israel & to
Jerusalem that were expected to time a seismic shift beginning in Sept. 2017 - Sept. 2018, the Jewish Year of
5778. The Jan. 2017 INSIIDE Track revisited this topic and also quoted from the June 2014 INSIIDE Track. And
that hearkened back to Kingdom of Jerusalem Cycles in 2010/2011 (discussed in 2005 - 2010 & forecast to trigger
a 7-Year Cycle into 2017/ 2018) & similar analysis discussed the past 15+ years. Now let’s connect a few dots…
2017 began with the unprecedented abstention of the US’ UN diplomat during an anti-Israel Security Council
vote. The knowledge of that impending abstention prompted Trump advisors (Jared Kushner?) to instruct Michael
Flynn to contact the Russians for help in thwarting this resolution. Michael Flynn lied about this to VP Pence and
to the FBI, setting up the indictment & plea agreement reached this week.
Meanwhile, Kushner is rushing to forge an agreement with the Saudis - in hopes of securing a landmark
peace agreement, as President Trump prepares to declare Jerusalem the eternal capital of Israel & spur movement of the US Embassy in 2018... How will the Middle East respond if Trump declares Jerusalem as Israel‟s capital? Could cycles really be that precise… and anticipate events years in advance? Watch DUPE Cycles (Dec. 8
Unification Cycles) for corroboration. IT
[End Dec. 2017 INSIIDE Track excerpt]
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Outlook 2017-2018

to summit (another prime example of the rollercoaster analogy, in which the entire train of cars cannot begin to accelerate down until the final car has
peaked & reversed lower).

90/10 Rule
10-30-17 - As many markets vacillate through
2017 - showing the potential for a significant shift - it
is a perfect time to review how these transitions often
unfold. In many cases, it is an application of the
90/10 Rule - a more extreme variation of the 80/20
Rule or the Pareto Principle.

In late-June and throughout July, those indexes
traced out a top - setting a brief sequence of lower
highs. However, it was not until early-August that
the final high ushered in the accelerated move down.
And 80 - 90% of the decline occurred between Aug.
4 & Aug. 24, 2015. Most of that occurred in the final
two weeks of that overall decline.

The 80/20 Rule is a ubiquitous principle in life,
often associated with organizations and labor. For
example, many businesses can attribute about 80%
of their sales to 20% of their clients. That is why the
principle is also sometimes referred to as the „law of
the vital few‟. It is also often applied to volunteer
organizations (a little cynically) in which 80% of the
work is often done by 20% of the volunteers.

7-Year Cycles & Pareto
In another application of the fractal principle
(see last issue), that stock market decline was the
first phase - or an ‘A’ wave of a larger ‘A-B-C’ correction - of a larger-degree ‘20’ (as in 80/20)…

One of the earlier-known applications of this
rule - and the reason for one of its names (Pareto
Principle) - was from an Italian economist named
Vilfredo Pareto who observed that 80% of the land in
Italy was owned by 20% of the population. His
„Pareto Distribution‟ principle expounded on that but
generally surmised that in most societies 20% of the
people control 80% of the wealth.

In 2013 - 2015, it had been observed that
stocks had experienced sharp declines (‘crashes’ of
30 - 50% in a 1 - 3 year period) on a 7-Year Cycle
basis - projecting a similar sell-off for 2015 - 2016.
That would perpetuate a series that included the
2001 - 2002 & 2008 - 2009 drops (as well as a related 14-Year Cycle - tied to 1987/88 & 1973/74 and a 42-Year Cycle linking the declines that culminated in 1974 & 1932).

Cycles, Waves & Pareto

Corroborating that, a related 7-Year Cycle portended a multi-year bottom for 2016 (7 years from
2009 low which was 7 years from 2002 low as well
as the 14-Year Cycle that bottomed in 1988 & 1974
and the overlapping 42-Year Cycle that bottomed in
1974 & 1932). In the case of that 7-Year Cycle, the
majority of the decline took hold between August
2015 & Feb. 2016 - the final ~10% of that 7-Year
Cycle - affirming the 90/10 Rule of Cycles.

However, that is not how it is being applied
here. Instead, the 80/20 Rule of Cycles - which is
often more accurately the 90/10 Rule of Cycles describes how 80 or 90% of an overall move often
occurs during the final 20 or 10% of the cycle.
If a cycle is 4 - 5 months in duration, the majority of the move often occurs in the final ~4 weeks.
And, the majority of that majority could unfold in
about ~2 weeks (~10%). A perfect example occurred in August 2015, when the 17-Year Cycle of
Stock Corrections was projecting a sharp drop in
equities in the middle third of the year (similar to
what had occurred during 1998 and 1981).

Dozens of stocks & indexes suffered 30 - 80%
losses, leading into 2016 cycle lows, fulfilling those
crash cycles. [Note: A multi-year low in 2016 does
not alter the potential for a multi-year high in 2017,
since the 80/20 Rule is likely to take hold again and
delay the largest correction by a few years - allowing
the 2016 low to hold for 2 - 4 years.]

Some stocks and/or indexes peaked in lateApril, some in May and some waited until June 2015
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40YC & 80/20 Rule

A Different Perspective

The 80/20 Rule has also been cited in 40-Year
Cycle analysis described over the past 5 - 10 years.
It is the reason that so much of the related activity
occurs in that 8 - 9 year period, every 40 years (1773
- 1781, 1813 - 1821, 1853 - 1861, 1893 - 1901, 1933
- 1941 & 1973 - 1981 projecting focus on 2013 2021).

So, when is that more likely?
There is a logical or deductive way to identify
when these parabolic moves are more likely. It is
near the end of an opposing cycle. In other words, if
Gold is slowly & steadily building a base, an accelerated move to the upside is more likely just before an
ensuing cycle high (the final 10% of that cycle).

2013 - 2017 was expected to provide the initial
(sometimes subtle or „under the radar‟) actions with
2017 - 2021 providing the more obvious & overt reactions.

With several monthly cycles converging in late2017/early-2018 (see Gold & Silver analysis of recent months), that is a more likely time for one of
those breakout moves. Culminating Silver cycles in
1Q 2018 may be pinpointing the most likely time...

This principle applies to diverse cycles and to
many markets but is often most pronounced in precious metals and equity markets - when so much of
a dramatic move is condensed into a very small window of time. And, it also has a strong correlation to
the Axiom on Market Correlation…

INFLATION MARKETS - M E T A L S
10/31/17 - GOLD & SILVER continue to fulfill ongoing analysis for a 1 - 2 year bottoming process,
following major cycle lows in late-2015 & secondary
cycle lows in late-2016. The outlook for 2017 was to
begin with a ~4 month advance followed by a ~2month decline, leading into a projected mid-2017
(higher) low… and then a larger advance.

As stated in that Axiom, markets only follow
other markets (in close lockstep) when the lead market is going parabolic or in an extreme phase. And
when are so many markets going parabolic? During
the final 10 or 20% of a governing cycle.
So, the 80/20 Rule provides a guide to when
the Axiom on Market Correlation becomes pertinent.

That unfolded with the July 10th low precisely
fulfilling that scenario while also perpetuating a ~2month/60-degreee Cycle Progression. On an intermediate basis, the action in 3Q ’17 honed the outlook & projected a pullback low in early-Oct. - which
has also since unfolded.

80/20 (90/10) Rule in 2017/2018
When discussing the outlook for Gold & Silver,
much focus has been on expectations for a lengthy
(18 - 24 month) bottoming process - in an attempt to
prevent traders from getting too bullish too fast.

Gold & Silver set those lows without turning
their weekly trends down - projecting a subsequent
surge to new highs (above 1362.4/GCZ & 18.290/
SIZ). That also triggered a new buy signal in Gold at 1262.8 - 1273.0/GCZ. This action is strengthening
the case for an overall rally into Feb. 2018...

The primary focus was on monthly cycles anticipating a series of (ascending) lows in late-2015, late2016 & mid-2017.
Much like the bottoming process of 1999 - 2001
(a complete 17-Year Cycle ago), Gold has steadily
reinforced signs of a multi-year bottom BUT not yet
broken out to the upside. When that does happen, it
is likely to coincide with significant moves in other
markets.
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The XAU remains in a much weaker (relative)
position than Gold, failing to even neutralize its
monthly downtrend after turning that trend down in
Oct. 2016 and remaining that way up to the present.
It spiked up to weekly LHRs in late-August, portending a multi-month top in early-Sept.
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40-Year Cycle: GaME Changer 2018 - „19

The XAU fulfilled that potential and reversed
lower in early-Sept. - generating a monthly 2 Close
Reversal lower in the process. That reinforced the
monthly cycle outlook for an overall drop into Nov.
2017 - when monthly cycles converge. The XAU (&
HUI) reversed its weekly trend down as well.

INSIIDE Track Reprint

Reversals higher - confirming multi-month bottoms.
They just hit new 2+-year highs, reaching levels not
seen since mid-2015. IT

[End Nov. 2017 INSIIDE Track excerpt]
www.insiidetrack.com

On an intermediate basis, several factors
(monthly HLS, previous low, weekly trend, wave targets, potential monthly LLS, etc.) are projecting a
drop to 77.50 - 78.50/XAU - most likely by the end of
November…

E NERGY
10/31/17 - Crude Oil, Unleaded Gas & Heating Oil remain strong as they fulfill the 3 - 6 month &
1 - 2 year outlooks that called for a lengthy bottoming
process (following the 1Q 2016 cycle low) before a
new bull market began to take hold in 3Q 2017.
Unleaded Gas & Heating Oil triggered buy signals in July and have since completed Intra-Year V

Hadik‟s Cycle Progression
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HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR
IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL
PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM. ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS
OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL
TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF
FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING. THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF
TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.
THERE ARE MANY OTHER FACTORS
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FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS -- ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.
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